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NOVEMBER, 1987

VOLUME 15, NUMBER 4

DRAWINGS FOUND IN SALTS CAVE
During Roger Brucker's speleology course last
June, he and his class discovered a set of "Indian
Drawings" on a large breakdown slab near Mummy
Valley in Salts Cave. The drawings are near an
Indian mining site. On 3 July, I led a party to
examine and photograph the site.
The
drawings
are
apparently made with
charcoal from burnt
torch material. There
are
three
central
figures, all zoomorphic.
They are not merely
outlines,
but
are
"colored
in"
with
charcoal.
In addition
there
are
many
apparently random lines
and stroke marks, and
several cross-hatched
areas and incised lines.

incised lines transect the torso and lower limbs,
\-Jhile a curved cnarcoal line transects the head.
The latter may represent downward curved
"horns".

The lower right figure may represent a lizard or
salamander. The body
is long and thin (10 em
long and 1 em wide).
The four limbs have ilO
digits or claws.
The
head is a round shape
just above the upper
limbs: there are two
disproportionately
large crescent shaped
"horns".
An incised
area of cross-hatching
covers the figure and
extends to the right. It
has
removed
the
charcoal, showing that
it was drawn after the
figure.
There are
several additional areas
of incised or charcoal
drawn cross-hatching
Salts Cave, Kentucky
and random lines.
all marks charcoal

The top figure, about 10
em square, seems to
represent a turtle
facing head up. The
carapace is round, all
four legs are extended,
except those noted
While searching for the
as is the tail and head.
drawings, we found a second site. This too was
The upper left Portion is smudged. The upper
on a large slab of breakdown. Beside a modern
limbs are poorly executed, being irregular in size
carbide-sooted notation was an area of
and disproportionately large. The lower limbs are
cross-hatching,
20 em high and 70 em wide,
well proportioned and include three digits or
apparently
drawn
using a cane torch.
There
claws on the right foot and four on the left.
·seemed to be at least three different styles and
sizes of cross-hatching.
The lower left figure, about 10 em tall and 4 em
wide, is the most indistinct. The body is short
Whether or not the drawings are prehistoric is a
and stocky with what appears to be a head at the
question
that may never be fully answered. A
top. Four short appendages extend from the
late
19th
or
early 20th century cave guide might
body; the upper left one has three digits or claws.
Continued On Page 2
There is a short tail at the bottom. Several
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SALTS CAVE DRAWINGS ...
Continued From Page 1.
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IN MEMORIAM
LOUISE M. ROBBINS
Louise M. Robbins, a member of CRF and
long-time participant in the CRF Archaeological
Project, died at her home in High Point, North
Carolina, on June 6, 1987, after a long battle with
cancer. Louise was a physical anthropologist
(Ph.D., Indiana University, 1968), well known to
many CRF people for her work and publications
concerning the two prehistoric cadavers from
Salts Cave and Mammoth Cave ("Little Al 11 and
"Lost John 11 respectively), and on the prehistoric
human footprints of Jaguar Cave, Tennessee. She
carried out research on a number of other topics,
and was also very active in forensic anthropology.
Those of us who worked with her in Salts Cave,
Mammoth Cave, and elsewhere miss her cheerful,
capable presence very much. She will live in our
memories, and is with us in spirit wherever and
whenever the research - of which she was such an
integral part - continues.

have made the drawings to have "Indian signs 11 to
show paying customers on the way to Mummy
Valley. A guide, though, probably would not have
partly obliterated the figures with incised lines.
Radiocarbon dating of the charcoal from the
drawings would not prove their antiquity, since a
prehistoric torch could have been used. The
drawings can be dated only relatively, by stylistic
similarities to other drawings.
One other set of drawings are known from
Mammoth Cave. These sketches from the Historic
Section of Mammoth were also drawn with
charcoal, but are otherwise notably different. In
particular they are, unlike the Salts Cave
drawings, very curvilinear. (Watson and Carstens,
CRF Annual Report 1978, pp47-49).
Only 85 prehistoric drawings and clusters of
drawings are known from Central Kentucky.
Several of these have turtle designs, and one
shows a snake. Most are found on protected cliff
faces, in rockshelters, or within the twilight
zones of caves: none of them have been reliably
dated.
There are several other deep cave sites. The
best known is Mud Glyph Cave, Tennessee, where
a mud bank is covered with hundreds of drawings,
dating probably from the Mississippian period.
These include a 11 horned serpent" and a turtle, but
the style differs greatly from the Salts Cave
drawings. Another cave site in Adair County,
Kentucky, thus far unpublished, has incised
geometric designs, including cross-hatching,
dated to 3560 BP. Cross-hatching has also been
found associated with bare human footprints in
Fisher Ridge Cave; prehistoric people were in
this cave about 3225 to 2800 BP. The Adair
County and Fisher Ridge examples correspond
with the time (Late Archaic to Early Woodland) of
the most intense aboriginal use of Salts Cave.
Both clusters of drawings occur at passage
intersections. Might they have functioned as
directional indicators, analagous to the modern
Salts Cave "Out Jones" signs? Intersection areas
should be carefully examined for additional
drawings. Clearly, more examples must be
identified and inter-site comparisons made
before the meaning of these problematical
drawings can be understood.

Pat Watson
Phil DiBlasi.
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NSS AWARDS

CRF members and JVs were prominently featured
among the award recipients at this summer's
National Speleological Society convention.
Diana Northrup received the 1987 Ralph Stone
Graduate Research award. Diana, a graduate
student at the University of New Mexico and a
western area CRF member, will use the $1000
grant towards a study of the community structure
of Carsbad Caverns arthropods, concentrating on
several species of cave cricket.
The prestigous 1987 Bicking Award for
exploration was won by Dr Norman Pace. The
awards committee cited Norm's 20 years of
exploration in the U.S. and Mexico. The long list
of his explorations and surveys include the
discovery of Crumps Spring Cave - a wet 20-mile
long piece of the Central Kentucky jigsaw;
Colorado's Groaning Cave and New Mexico's
Virgin Cave; Great Expectations, where he helped
set a U.S. depth record; and Mexico's Sumidero
Yochib, where he had a close encounter with a
raging river, as vividly retold by Bill Steele in
Yochib. the River Cave. Since Norm's 1984 move
to Bloomington, Indiana, he has been a regular at
Flint Ridge, where he is generally co-opted for
the most demanding trips. Norm has been
involved with the Logsdon River exploration, and
has done a lot of work sorting out Lee Cave.
NSS Fellowship awards were presented to JVs
and members Ralph Earlandson, Larry McCarty,
Don Paquette, Rick Rhinehart, Pat Stephens and
Rich Wolfert. Carol Vesely won a merit award for
her Gibnut Cave <California) map, along with
several honorable mentions; cartographers Scott
House and Mick Sutton were also honorably(?)
mentioned, and Janet McClurg's
singer/songwriter talents were noted.
MS/SH

THE MAMMOTH CAVE NATURE
ASSOCIATION
Mammoth Cave National Park is truly a national
treasure. The Park features the longest known
cave system in the world with its varying
passageways, rare sulphate minerals, diverse
animal life and rich history. The Park features
more than J.Jst the cave; there is an intricate
relationship between the cave, the lush hardwood
forest, the sinkholes and karst valleys, and the
Green River.
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The Park Service is J.Jstlflably proud of the ):)b
they do to protect this World Heritage site, but
there are special projects that chronically fall
beyond the scope of the Park budget. The
Mammoth Cave Nature Association is designed to
remedy some of these deficiencies by raising
funds for:-

*** A Nature Center which will include exhibits,
classrooms, a theater, a wildflower garden, a
weather station and a Junior Ranger skills
cou.~se.

***

A 11 Trail For All People 11 , designed for use
by blind visitors and those in wheelchairs.
*** A bicycle trail.
*** Publication of books, maps and pamphlets
pertaining to the unique features of Mammoth
Cave National Park.
Your tax-deductable donation will help bring one
or more of these projects to reality. To become a
member of the Mammoth Cave Nature Association
send $15 to Sue Bunnell, Horse Cave State Bank,
Horse Cave, KY 42749.

CAVE AND KARST CENTER
The American Cave Conservation Association is
nearing completion of a $50,000 feasibility study
which will determine the site of the proposed
American Cave and Karst Center. Horse Cave,
Kentucky, still seems the most logical site, but
other karst areas around the United States are
still under consideration. There is strong public
support for the Center in Horse Cave, and in
Lewisburg, WV. Executive Director Dave Foster
writes that 11 ACCA has exhausted almost all of
its resources in getting this thing going.
However, I feel like we are beginning to turn the
corner from being J,Jst another good idea, to
becoming an idea that is going to happen. 11
If the Horse Cave site is selected, the Center
would include Hidden River Cave. The cave's
history of pollution problems, and its ongoing
recovery, would teach valuable lessons in sound
cave and karst management. The Center would
include a museum, would provide educational
services for primary and secondary schools in
cave and karst areas, and would provide
consulting services to prevent situations which
damage or threaten caves and karst.
ACCA is mounting a fundraising drive in Horse
Cave to continue working towards the success of
the project. This will be followed by a national
drive to try to match the funds raised locally.
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE
Geology trip. June 11 -14
Art and Peggy Palmer spent a few days clarifying
the stratigraphy along the Mammoth Cave tour
trails, and in the upper levels of the Crystal Cave
sectiOn. TheY were accompanied by Garland Dever
from the Kentucky Geological Survey, who has
done extensive surface mapping of Mississippian
deposits in Kentucky. Dever confirmed the
vallditv of the Palmers ' assignments of the
vanous units withm the cave. including their
orig1nal version of the Sample Member horizon.
CCRF Annual Report, 1975, p35J. The latter had
been redefined to a bed 20 feet higher in the
seauence to conform to the mapping of Sandberg
and Bowles north of Mammoth Cave, but the bed
first defined as the Sample now seems more
approPnate. The stratigraphy of the Overlook
area in Crystal was examined and tied to the
detailed level survey through that area; while the
Overlook lies outside the traditional Crystal Cave
boundaries. it falls within the borders of the map.

Some cartographic odds and ends were also taken
care of - a couple of minor lead!'! near the
Overlook were mapped, and the tie to Dennison
Way was resurveyed, revealing an error that
accounts for the poor closure between that
passage and Left of the Trap.

*****
July expedition. June 27 - July 4
Leader, Scott House.
Many successes and a few washouts characterized
the expedition. An impressive amount of
research, both cartographic and narrative, was
achieved. It wasn't unusual to find three or four
people hard at work with papers spread over the
dining table and maps strewn around the map room
as cavers learn more about the cave.
Work in Mammoth Cave Ridge centered on the
nearly completed Cathedral Domes, Frozen
Niagara, and Kentucky Avenue manuscript maps,
with a modest start on a couple more. A new
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An intricate knotwork of passages from the Cathedral Domes 1:600 sheet •.
now nearing completion.
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route into the area south of Lovers Leap
(bypassing the pits> was discovered and mapped.
A new survey line connecting Fox and College
Heights Avenues was set. Two parties added new
survey line and detail to a lengthy Bransford
Avenue cutaround. Another two worked in and
around Kentucky Avenue; among the surprises
were an unmapped passage directly off Kentucky
Avenue, and rediscovery of the quick and easy
route to Mammoth River.
One party worked on resurvey in a complicated
area of domes and small canyons in Lower
Robertson Avenue. Farther west on Robertson a
lead took three trips and ended up higher than the
top of Cathedral Domes. Some promising leads
off the Pilgrim to Belfry Avenue B Trail yielded
an expected connection via a pit to Bransford
Avenue and an unexpected connection to Florence
Williams Dome. Other leads in the Carries Pass/
Robertson/ Martell Emmet's Ramble area didn't
vield much new passage, but the map of that area
1s now tidied up.
A resurvey of Roger's Avenue was started; two
crews took the Brunton/tripod survey to the edge
of Julia 's Dome, replacing a survey with severe
closure problems as a first step in setting up a
Rhoda 's Arcade area map.
In Flint Ridge, all of the survey was in the Pohl
or Swinnerton Avenue areas. There was
refinement work along Pohl Avenue itself, off
Mallett Avenue, and around Foundation Hall.
There were three trips to the Ruth's Room/
Gallery area to put in new or replacement survey
in this complicated section, first surveyed many
years ago. In Swinnerton Avenue, a
long-neglected hole in the floor gave up almost
2000ft of previously unknown passage, most of
which is crawlway; one branch popped out
surprisingly in Gravel Avenue, at the Roebuck
Trail junction. Four crews finished off this find
and resurveyed a big chunk of the Roebuck Trail.
A large crew went to the wet lead in Smith Valley
Cave [see August Newsletter J, but again little
survey was accomplished, owing this time to
inadequate wetsuits. They did find, however,
that a tight spot will limit progress toward
Whigpistle Cave, and discovered another
promising lead, this time a dry one, which blows
air and is also headed toward Whigpistle; lt will
require a thin crew •
On the surface, there were attempts to uncover a
transit station near the Unknown entrance, and to
open up Floyd's Cave. Both attempts were
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unsuccessful; heavy duty lifting equipment will
apparently be needed to remove the Floyd's Cave
blockage, and the Unknown transit station had
become buried under a substantial volume of
breakdown from the entrance overhang. It later
turned out, fortunately, that the station was not
needed, owing to the rediscovery of a tie-in.
There were trips to enhance the written and
photographic records of parts of the Unknown and
Mammoth sections, and to document the presumed
aboriginal drawings recently found in Salts Cave
[see article, p1J. Finally, a lot of time was spent
researching history and place names in the Park
library.

*****
August Expedition. Aug 8-9
Leader, Stan Sides.
Twenty-five cavers put up with 95° heat and no
running water, and still achieved some
significant survey. A party went to the promising
lead in Smith Valley Cave [see July report]. A
thin caver forced through the squeeze to find an
impenetrable flowstone blockage 50ft beyond,
where air whistles through a crack only inches
wide. Not content with this setback, the cavers
checked leads on the way back down the stream
canyon, and came up with a good one. They
mapped an unentered high level crawl to another
tight spot, and beyond it. The survey ended at a
.).Jnction, with walking passage in both directions.
In Mammoth Cave, a crew added to the Fritsch
Avenue map. They surveyed a 500ft long canyon,
which ended by intersecting another, previously
mapped, canyon at a higher level. The remaining
survey was all in Flint Ridge. One party looked
at a high lead in Lower Salts - a short survey tied
the passage back into known cave. Two crews
sorted out more of Engle Way, a section of the
Brucker Breakdown map which is receiving much
attention. One crew worked on odds and ends in
the canyons, pits, and domes connecting Engle
Way to Ralph Stone Hall, while the other mapped a
dry-ish crawl to complete a 2000ft survey loop.
This intricate area, underlying Three Sisters
Hollow, has good potential for more discoveries.
The dominent low-level stream that presumably
exists under the Hollow has not yet been found.
In Crystal Cave, some of the old tour routes in
the upper levels were resketched to add some
detail for the nearly completed 1:600 map.
In addition, a party worked on the documentation
of signatures in Mammoth Cave's Marion Avenue.
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*****
Continued refinement of the Cathedral Domes
area map allowed a decade-old survey of a long
passage starting partway up the wall of the
Domes to be finally drawn up. The passage was
found to end, after much meandering, above
Kentucky Avenue. One branch ends in a
sand-blocked crawl, suspiciously close to a
similarly blocked crawl off the top of Bismark
Dome in Kentucky Avenue. A stream canyon
branch off the main passage ascends to a
surorising height, ending up only 50ft below the
surface. (The 1976 survey parties had noted
pollutiOn in the stream , which maY be
hYdrologically connected to the now disused
Mount McKinley restroom drain field.)
The Fritsch Avenue area mao off Logsdon River is
finally starting to take shape, Bob Osborn is the
cartographer for this area: he has started a
preliminary pencil draft. A more refined draft
will await tymg the entire River area to the
Mammoth Cave co-ordinate grid. Mark Wish)
Brooks has taken over responsibility for the area
mao of Northwest Passage in Flint Ridge.

some Blg Room breakdown blocks, but again, no
c:onnectlon was found. Other highlights were the
discovery of what appear to be very thin beaded
helictites near the Guadalupe Room, finding more
passage near the Black River off Sand Passage,
and locating graffiti from 1931 and 1940 in the
Mystery Room.
There was also one trip to Dry Cave, and one to
Lechuguilla Cave. The Dry Cave work is a
continuation of Jim Hardy's decade-long detailed
survey of this multi-level labyrinth. The
Lechuguilla crew ran a theodolite survey from the
surface into the cave in an effort to determine as
soon as possible and with reasonable accuracy
where the cave might extend. This information
may influence the development of nearby lands.
The Park Service is tapping the resources of CRF
and NSS people throughout the southwest for an
orderly exploration and survey of this major cave.
[see article. p 11 J.

LILBURN
July 3 - July 5
Leaders, Carol Vesely and Bill Farr

GUADALUPES
Labor Day Expedition, Sept 5-7
Leader, Ron Lipinski.
Two main jobs occupied the 21 researchers in
attendance: cave cricket research and field
checking maps m Carlsbad Caverns. Six trips into
Carlsbad supported Diana Northrup's cave cricket
studies [see "Awards", P3 J. The crews collected
monthly census data from various parts of the
cave: Diana will use the information to look for
seasonal variations in cricket populations and for
evidence of migration.
Eleven trips were fielded to check the manuscript
maps over a large section of cave - the New
Section. Guadalupe Room, Mystery Room, Music
Room , New Mexico Room, Lower Cave, Left Hand
Tunnel. Lunch Rocm and Main Corridor. This went
a long way toward bringing the quadrangle maps
up to date. In addition, these crews put in a
modest amount of survey. totalling 1000ft. The
most interesting new survey was a walking height
passage lying about 60ft below Jim White Tunnel.
The passage ended in breakdown only 25ft from a
tunnel extending off Lower Cave. The upper
region of the new tunnel ends at the bottom of

An unusually large crowd of 19 people showed up
for the July Expedition. The cavers mapped
almost 2000ft of passage in various parts of
Lilburn, worked on the hydrology program, and
finally dug open Cedar Cave.
Two survey teams went in the Old Entrance to
Pandora's Passage. One group surveyed a narrow
fissure about 20ft high containing several natural
bridges. A short dig broke through to more
fissure passage, eventually becoming too narrow.
The second group went on to the Yellow Floor
Domes area where they surveyed several loops.
They also checked the Mousetrack Hole, which is
often blocked by flood deposits. Only minor
digging will be needed to reopen the hole, which
leads to an extensive area in need of resurveying.
Another team went via the Meyer entrance to the
West Stream to check leads. They surveyed a
stream loop and came across a higher level loop
which may be unsurveyed. They also checked
leads near the Anastomosis Room - a more
detailed working map of this extremely mazfY
section is needed to show where the permanent
stations are and what still needs to be surveyed.
This being a very dry year, a wetsuit group hoped
to push into unsurveyed and possibly virgin

NOVEMBER~
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passage at the southernmost end of the cave.
BeYond the lake at the South Seas a sump has
impeded progress. In previous years of very low
water, the sump has been low enough to pass
through. This time, unfortunately, the water
needed to be about 5ft lower. Nevertheless, the
group added 230ft of new survey. A long survey
trip to the Attic brought home 560ft, and fixed a
bad loop closure error. The survey began in nice
walking-height passage with a canyon in the
floor, but continued with many "interesting"
climbs and "bottomless" pits- vertical
development in the Attic is quite impressive.
Several side leads went to pits or canyons, and
much is left to do.
The 2 x 2 Complex was finished off, except for
one pit requiring a rope, with 320ft of survey.
Finally, a crew mapped a nice four-foot diameter
phreatic tube in an area below the Jefferson
Memorial. The tube led from the Ice Formation to
the top of a tall fissure, probably leading to the
Pandora's Passage area. They also surveyed the
Toothpaste Tube , a tall. narrow, flowstone
floored passage heading steeply down.
Meanwhile, the water flow above the White
Rapids and in the Lake Room were measured.
Another water sampling crew went to the south
end of the cave, where they also explored a few
leads, finding extensive parallel passages and
some domes.
It took three trips, but Cedar Cave was finally
dug open. The first team moved nearly a cubic
meter of dirt, sand and gravel. A caver was able
to squeeze through to the Point where he could
see that the passage opened beyond, with good
airflow. They estimated that only two more hours
of digging were needed to get through. Next day,
another group enlarged the entire dig area and
got to the next sharp bend, again almost breaking
through to the other side. They were again
convinced that one more trip would do it. On
Sunday, the majority of the group hiked out. The
trail passes right by Cedar Cave, and several
people stopped to look at the dig. Three people
at last wriggled through, after more digging, and
checked out some of the leads on the other side.
The airflow wasn't as strong as usual, making it
difficult to decide which leads to push. There is
probably over 1000ft of passage, and not all the
leads have been exammed; the normal flow of cold
air indicates that this is a promising cave.
[correspondent: Carol Vesely J

*****

July 31 - August 2
Leader, Peter Basted
Five cavers hiked in under beautiful sunny skies
and went in the Myer Entrance for mop-up surve~
of passages up the West Stream, just downstream
from the Kleinbottle Room. Two mappers
heroically surveyed the nasty crawlway that leads
to the area, while the others mapped t~o side
passages. Both side passages appeared to be
virgin, and both were heading into a blank part of
the map. but unfortunately, they ended in sand
and cobble fills. They also tied a loop back into
the stream passage. A few photos rounded out
the trip.
More people showed up the next day, and three
trips were fielded into the Historic Entrance.
The ten cavers travelled together as far as River·
Pit Avenue, where one crew split off to the
Z-Room to measure Gtream flow and to resurvey
15 stations in the Thanksgiving Hall passage.
The rest proceeded to the 80ft deep Twin Pit!'>,
where they could talk to the first crew far below,
for familiarization with this seldom-visited part
of the cave. They then split into two teams: one
returned to River Pit Avenue and began surveYing
some of the numerous side leads, but ran out of
time after only a few stations. The other
finished the survey from the Yellow Floor Domes
to the Mousetrack Hole [see July report]. It took
only ten minutes to open it enough to get through.
They carried the survey into the beginning of the
Mousetrack Formation Passage. There seems to
be quite a bit more passage here than was mapped
by the previous survey.
A surface survey was run from the cabin to Cedar
Cave, tying in several sinkholes on the way.
Cedar Cave is over 2400ft from Lilburn's Myer
Entrance: the unlikely event of a connection would
almost double the linear extent of Lilburn Cave.

BAT KILLERS CAUGHT
A $500 reward to be paid hy thP. AmP.ric:i1n r:r~vP.
Conservation Association and Bat Conservation
International was instumental in securing the
arrest and conviction of four men who killed
several hundred Indiana Bats in Kentucky's
Thornhill Cave last January. The bats were
discovered strewn across the floor of the cave:
some had been shot with pellets, others were
crushed. The four Custer, Kentucky men were
fined $400 each and ordered to work 40 hours at a
wildlife reserve.
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TONY WALTHAM INTERVIEW
Tony Waltham, noted British caver, author and
~hotographer, recently visited Mammoth Cave.
Dr. Waltham, senior lecturer in engineering
geology at Trent Polytechnic, has led caving
expeditions to Sarawak and to China. His
publications include Caves, The World Of Caves
and China Caves 85 [see review, page 9]. His
most recent wntmg project is a guide book to
Yorkshire Dales Nat1onal Park. During his visit
he was co-opted for a survey trip into Flint
Ridge. The next day, during a tour of the upper
levels of Crystal Cave, we asked him to share his
impressions of Mammoth Cave and uf t111: CRL
SH&MS
Mammoth Cave - well, it would make a nice
side-passage in Gaping Gill. I really doubt,
though, that anything bigger will be mapped
anywhere else. The conditions are too unique.
The fact that you have so little tectonic
disturbance within the limestone - I can't think of
anywhere else where you would find this, and I'm
sure that's why you have it on so big a scale. I
don't doubt that it will someday be over 500 miles
in length.
My impressions of the cave focus on its
spectacular length and scale .. the dry, preserved
fossil passages •. the same pattern of development
at all scales from the very small anastamosis
channels to the small, mazy tubes, the larger
passages, and finally the whole cave. I en~yed
Turner Avenue, of course, but what really
impressed me was seeing Swinnerton Avenue; the
anastomoses are unlike anything I've seen
elsewhere.
CRF ls to be commended for the work they've
done and are doing. It's truly impressive. As for
surveying techniques, there are some aspects I
would disagree with. The modern survey in
Britain goes at a faster pace, and we don't use
backsights. I would ask do you really need this
level of accuracy, except on the main lines? On
the other hand, you have the time, the motivation
and the comfortable conditions Un places) to do
it.
However, in places like we surveyed yesterday
[a canyon off Gravel Avenue J, to use that degree
of accuracy indicates a lack of brains ... at least, I
really wonder if it's worth it. I would question
the necessity of backsighting elevations, and I
think it's incredibly quaint that you use tapes
without cases. I was slightly appalled that the
compass reader shouted out "twenty-four"
instead of "zero" "two" "four" -we insist on a
precise way of shouting numbers, perhaps because
of frequently having to work in loud, roaring
water. But I noticed that the book always repeats
back the number, so apparently it works out.
CRF seems to be very well organized. Of
course, there are problems in any organization,

but there seem to be fewer of them here. That
seems to be true for all the caving groups in the
States. The caves are so widely spread that you
have only the CRF working in Flint Ridge, only
the Fisher Ridge people mapping Fisher Ridge,
and so on, whereas in Britain there might be
three or four separate groups all working in the
same pothole.
Obviously, you have good relations with the
Park Service, and that's extremely important. I
might add that I'm very impressed, as is everyone
from Britain, with both the U.S. Park Service and
the Forest Service. I also talked with Dave
Foster from the American Cave Conservation
Association and he mentioned that CRF is backing
the cave museum. I think the idea of cavers
operating a show cave is phenomenal. I've been
suggesting this in Britain to upgrade the image of
cavers, and it's needed for educating the public.
It's important that organizations work together to
get these things done.
China Caves 85 was in print j,Jst six months after
the expedition--how did you manage that?
I was j,Jst the editor; the others deserve as
much credit. It's one of the things we pride .
ourselves on; if you are organized, you can do it.
If you come back off an expedition, you have an
obligation to your sponsors - if you can't do it in
six months, forget it. We use our publications to
push other sponsorships, and it works.
The Ghar Parau Foundation was set up after
the 1973 expedition to Iran, and now has over
10,000 pounds. The expedition itself was a
complete flop, but after it was over, the Wet Fish
Association, who had supplied us with tins of
mackerel, held a press conference ... in the
audience was a stringer for the National
Enquirer, and they gave us 2000 pounds for a
story. SRT was quite new in those days. The
writer asked what would happen if the rope broke
and we told him 'that would be it'. Sure enough,
it came out in the paper that if the rope broke the
entire team would plunge en masse to their death!
China does not necessarily have the best
caving in the world, but it's the thing I have
wanted most to do. Almost everyone wants to go
there. It's sort of a magical mystery tour. The
critical word is a cooperative exchange. It has to
be cooperative both ways or lt will fail.
Any last comments?
I have a new respect for Floyd Collins after
touring Crystal Cave - he shows what one person
working hard can achieve.
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BOOK NOTES
China Caves '85, A. C. Waltham, ed. (a
cooperative product of the British Cave Research
Association , the Institute of Karst Geology.
Guilin, China and Guizhou Normal University,
China>, Royal Geographical Society. London, 1986.
60 pp , lllus .. $10.
China Caves '85 recounts the first anglo-chinese
caving project in south China. It has special
appeal as CR F prepares for its first caving
venture to China: for this reason it is now
available through Cave Books.
The South Chinese have lived with caves and karst
for a very long time, and they tend to view cave
studies from a utilitarian perspective. Caves
are, first and foremost, sources of much-needed
water. Irngation canals and pumping stations are
common features of the river caves in Guanxi and
Guizhou provinces. Dense populations live along
- and sometimes in - these systems. One
participant describes swimming in a pool of
sewage infested water. The Pollution problems
must be considerable , but the tooic is only
touched upon, an omission in an otherwise
excellent book. Discussed in considerable depth
are the landcape and its geology, the culture, and
the spectacular collection of caves the Chinese
and British cavers explored and mapped:
"They say it's 8 seconds deep", said Pete.
"Yes", I replled, "but they always
exaggerate 11 • We threw down a stone. Silence.
More silence. A hum, a whoosh, a deep boom.
A long pause. "8 seconds", said Pete.
More typicallY, the caves are large river passages
or drY tunnels, filled with dripstone and
flowstone on a grand scale. The photographs, a
good mixture of color along with black and white,
vividly demonstrate the special appeal of Chinese
caving: the enormous passages, the spectacular
landscape of cones and towers, and a culture that
captivates our curiosity. The cavers achieved a
remarkable amount of survey. The numerous cave
maps include three fold-outs printed on both
sides. The drafting is skillful and detailed
(though the profiles are sometimes difficult to
follow). The text, written by Chinese and British
participants, is enhanced with many lively
anectotes of Chinese culture and caves from a
British perspective (feasting on sea-slug and
dog, being deafened by the explosion of a
firecracker from the cave's saltpetre works- 11 lt
was never like this in Yorkshire 11 ).
The British cavers, who shared their technical
expertise, could not have succeeded without the

support and guidance of their Chinese
counterparts. The British and Chinese members
became one team as they exchanged friendship
and skills in furthering speleological knowledge.
It's pleasing to note that the pro~ct has resulted
in continued cooperation, with British and
Chinese studying the caves of both nations on a
regular basis.
This well produced and informative book belongs
on the bookshelf of anyone inter·ested in the
world of caves and karst.
Sue Hagan , Mick Sutton

The Birth of the National Park Service by Horace
M. Albnght and Robert Cahn. Rowe Brothers.
Salt Lake City, 1985. 340 pp. $19.95.
This is the fascinating story of the early years of
the National Park Service, told by its second
director who was with the Service since its
creation by Congress in 1916. Albright was
brought to Washington as a law student to act as
a special assistant in the Department of the
Interior a few years before the Park Service's
creation. He stayed on as an assistant director
to Stephen Mather, the philanthropist who not
only led the NPS in its formative years but funded
much of its efforts as well. Albright's
recollections make compelling reading on two
levels. First, the many anecdotes, personages,
and occurances are informative and enjoyable.
But what is most interesting is Albright's way of
getting things done; this book is a model of how
one man with a dream can accomplish much if he is
willing to work hard enough. Anyone wanting to
delve into the "mysteries" of organizational
success should read this fine book.
Scott House
Interpretive Views, Gary E. Machlis, Editor.
National Parks and Conservation Association,
1986. 178pp.
This is a series of 24 readable essays on a
variety of interpretive topics. Interpretation is,
of course, the key to the public's appreciation of
the National Parks, and how to best serve that
need is the subject of this debate. The points of
view presented include those of conservationists,
concessionaires, teachers, and professional
interpreters. One under-represented perspective
is that of the front-line interpreter; there are
many 11 Chiefs 11 (superintendents, senior scientists,
regional directors) but only one direct service
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employee, a seasonal interpreter. It is as though
I, a teacher, were reading a volume on 11 How to
Teach 11 written only by superintendents,
principals, and board members. Nonetheless, the
perspectives offered are quite varied and well
worth studying to understand how interpretation
functions (or is supposed to function) in the
National Park system.
Anyone interested in this topic might also
investigate Interpreting Our Heritage by
Freeman Tilden \University of North Carolina
Press, 1967). This classic frequently draws fire
as being 11 too lofty ... Nonsense. It should be
required reading for all interpreters. To quote:
11
lt is axiomatic that natural beauty, as perceived
by the organs of sense, needs no interpretation:
it interpets itself •.. Would you varnish the
orchid? 11 Also useful are The Interpreter's
Handbook by Russel Grater (Southwest Parks and
Monuments Association, 1976) and Interpreting
for Park Visitors by Bill Lewis (Eastern Acorn
Press, 1980). Lewis, a long-time seasonal
interpreter, is the sole front line worker
presented in Machlis' book; Lewis' work makes a
fine supplement to Interpretive Views.
Scott House

As part of the Narrative Description Program
[see Aug. Newsletter], we are developing a
Mammoth Cave Gazetteer. This will include all
place names - passages, speleothems, entrances,
etc.- in the Mammoth system (excluding RappeD.
Extensive research is underway using files in the
Mammoth Cave National Park library, the CRF
camp files, published works, and personal
recollections. The names are entered in an
AppleWorks database. The format includes a
bibliography, and a file system which catagorlses
entries by cave section (e.g., Mammoth, Unknown,
Crystal), by location in the cave, and by map
source (e.g., Bishop, Kaemper, or the modern
manuscript maps). In many instances, more than
one name is or has been in use; all names are
recorded, with an indication of the 11 proper 11
current usage. the origin of each name is
recorded, when known.
With new passages constantly being discovered,
the Gazetteer may never be completed. However,
much progress has been made, and the gazetteer
already contains over 400 names. It seems likely
that the list will run to 1,000 entries.
Sue Hagan

CLEANING UP CARLSBAD
The June, 1987, week-long restoration project
was a combined effort of the CR F, NSS and Park
Service. Twenty-five people helped to remove a
huge amount of debris, restoring 2700 square feet
of cave somewhat to its original state.
Activities concentrated on the elevator shaft and
the Texas Trail/Totem Pole areas. Volunteers
worked in five-person crews, taking turns at
digging, wheelbarrowing, cleaning the cleared
areas, and explaining to the visiting public what
was going on. Each crew was responsible for their
own area, and worked on it until it was finished.
In the Elevator Section, volunteers removed
almost nine cubic yards of rock debris froin the
elevator shaft excavation, dumped in this area
and in the Original Lunch Room in the 1950s • The
debris was wheelbarrowed to the Left Hand
Tunnel and deposited in excavation pits, dug in
the 1920s to supply material for the first dirt
tour trails. The work made only a small impact on
the dump, which covers 3/4 acre to a depth of
three feet! Work here was put on hold in favor of
concentrating on areas that could be finished.
The Elevator Sec.t ion will await a more
concentrated effort, with heavy lifting equipment,
more helpers, and more time.
In the area of the Texas Trail, workers removed
2300 square feet of old trails, amounting to 22
cubic yards of rock, sand, clay, gypsum, and broken
speleothems. These old trails were placed
haphazardly throughout the cave, and cover many
pools and small pits and a great deal of flowstone
and popcorn. The debris was dumped more or less
where it came from - in excavation pits along the
Texas Trail. Cleared areas were washed down
with a high-pressure hose, after checking to make
sure that the muddy water wouldn't cause
problems in Lower Cave. After the larger debris
was removed, workers used small trowels, spades,
brushes and picks to clean in and around the
uncovered speleothems. This required much fine
detail work, comparable to a paleontological or
archaeological project.
The results were very rewarding, and every
volunteer en~yed the project. We will continue
next year; the 1988 Restoration Camp is
scheduled for June 6-10. To sign up for a week of
fun and excercise in fine company, contact Dick
Venters, 410 Stallion Road, Rio Rancho, NH
87124, (505) 892-7370. Pre-registration is
required; a $35 fee covers food and lodging for
the week.
Dick Venters
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LECHUGUILLA CAVE - DEEPEST IN NEW MEXICO
A series of exploration-survey trips, coordinated
by Rick Bridges, Roy Glaser and John Patterson,
were conducted July 31 to August 9, 1987, in
Lechuguilla Cave, Carlsbad Caverns National
Park. More than 10,000ft of survey was added to
the cave, bringing total survey length to more
than three miles. The deepest point found was at
-1,058ft, breaking the 1,037ft New Mexico depth
record held by Carlsbad Cavern since 1929, when
Lake of the Clouds was discovered. Thirty-five
cavers from six states and Great Britain took
part in this expedition of the Lechuguilla Project,
an independent operation in which a number of
CRF members and JVs have participated.
In 1986, Lechuguilla had been pushed
east-northeast and then south along a deep,
fissure-like "rift" that had bottomed in a
dead-end at -927ft. On the first push of the 1987
expedition, a climbing team discovered a walkable
overpass of the Rift's upper level, leading to
several thousand feet of horizontal walking
passage with two major branches trending south
and southeast. These corridors, ten to thirty
feet in diameter, are highly decorated locally with
peculiar gypsum fingers and helictites.
Eventually they either ended or broke up in
boneyard maze.
The cavers thereupon focused attention on two
pits from the Overpass level. One of these
sloped west-southwest, and opened below the
-900 foot level into a huge breakdown-strewn
corridor up to 100ft wide, decorated with selenite
"chandeliers" up to four feet long. The main
trend narrowed to about 40ft and continued
west-southwest, crossing beneath the floor of
Lechuguilla Canyon through a spectacular
dripstone-decorated section. At about -1 ,OOOft
the conduit descended into a zone of massive
mammillary wall crust, resembling Carlsbad's
Lake of the Clouds, with several pools up to 60ft
long. Here a steeply descending offset led south
to the deepest point, in a small room.
The main route climbed into an austere chamber
150ft wide, floored with large collapse blocks of
spar-cemented paleo-breccia. Two routes led
from this room. One was a borehole dropping
down from the west with an even larger room
above. The other route dropped back to the
-1 ,OOOft level, and about 1,OOOft of large-scale
maze was mapped to boneyard of lesser
dimensions. At least one unsurveyed hole may go
even deeper than the present record.

The other pit complex from the Overpass level
was also pushed quite deep, but was not as fully
explored or surveyed. It is hoped that it may lead
south or east toward Carlsbad Caverns three
miles away. Many leads remain in various parts
of the cave, and the original promise of the 30
MPH entrance wind is being realized. The cave
now extends from backreef into reef limestones
(whether Capitan or Goat Seep unit remains to be
determined). If the cave can be pushed to the
water table, a depth of as much as 1,500ft is
possible.
The expedition was based in the CRF buildings at
Carlsbad Caverns, where a computer was used to
update line plots immediately after each trip.
Parties can still reach going cave within three or
four hours from the entrance if the drops are
pre-rigged, but survey trips are now up to 20 or
21 hours long. The next expedition in October is
expected to go further toward establishing
Lechuguilla Cave as one of the world's great
caverns.
Donald Davis

HUAUTLA - DEPTH RECORD
ATTEMPT TO BE FILMED
JVs Jay Arnold and Bill Steele will undertake
more filming in April 1988 in Mexico's Sistema
Huautla. Earlier this year the system was
extended to -1,370 meters, making it the world's
second deepest cave. Jay is heading a proJect to
document on film the 20-year effort, and the
attempt to establish a world depth record there.
Dives scheduled for 1988 and 1989 using Bill
Stone's experimental rebreathing unit may result
in a cave 1,650 meters deep.
Jay encourages the caving community to support
the effort either through donations of $10-$49,
which will assure the contributor screen credit in
the movie, or by investments of $50 or more, to be
repaid in five years at 50% simple interest.
Contributors can contact Jay Arnold at The
Deepest Cave Company, 10129 Sassafras Woods
Court, Burke, VA 22015.
Jay is also interested in starting a video/
interpretation project at Mammoth Cave National
Park.

BULLETIN BOARD

CALENDAR
Mammoth Cave Expeditions
Thanksgiving November 26-29
Phil DiBlasi S02-588-6724 ('W)
New Years, December 30-January 3
Richard Zopf 513-767-9222 (H)
President's Day February 12-15
Tom Brucker 61S-331-3568 (H), 615-331-9250 (Wl
St Patrick's Day, March 11-13
To be announced
Please notify the expedition leader or the area
manager, Tim Scafstall 302-731-2801 (H) two
weeks in advance.

WANTED:- Computer-friendly person to maintain
the CR F mailing list. The current list is handled
by an IBM (M.S. DOS) and a special C language
data base program. Contact Richard Zap£, •a~O
Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, OH 45387, or Bill
Mann, 23 Checkerberry Circle, Sudbury, MA 01776.
HOUSECLEANING:- A large number of names will
be dropped from the mailing list at the end of the
year. This housecleaning will be based mainly on
lack of participation in CRF field activities.
Readers who have become inactive, but would still
like to receive the Newsletter, please contact
Richard Zap£ (see above for address).

Guadalupes Expeditions
Thanks~iving,

November 26-29
Ron Bndgemon 602-744-2243
New Years, December 31-January 3
Dave Logan 505-988-2407

Please notify the expedition leader or the area
manager, Rich 'Wolfert 303-278-1891 at least one
week in advance.
For mformation on 1988 expeditions, contact Rich
Wolfert (see above).

MISSING AN ISSUE?- The Newsletter is not
forwarded, so if you move and we don't get your
new address in time, you may miss an issue.
Sometimes there are also delays in adding new
people to the list. 1£ you have missed issues and
would like to receive them, send your current
address with a list of the issues requested and
50c for each one to Richard Zap£. To insure the
best service, send address changes to both
Richard Zap£ and Bill Mann (see above for
addresses).
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